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OUR MANIFESTO

Advertising Council Australia is the peak 
body for Australia’s leading agencies in the 
advertising industry. Our purpose is to  
foster the long-term prosperity of the 
industry, making advertising the most valued 
professional services industry in Australia. 

To advertise is to earn attention through 
cultural participation; as means and modes of 
connecting with audiences develop, industry 
reinvention is constant. Advertising Council 
Australia ensures that the will to challenge, 
the courage to take risks and our growing 
diversity of craft and talent does not erode  
the identity of our industry, but defines it. 

We are committed to advancing the practice, 
reputation and influence of the advertising 
industry through career development, 
leadership, demonstrating the value our 
industry contributes to commerce and  
society and serving as a tireless champion  
of creativity.
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Welcome to the first Advertising  
Council Australia Member Report. 
When I wrote my introduction to last 
year’s report, the final one for The 
Communications Council, the Board  
and I were looking forward to an 
incredibly dynamic year ahead.  
Among many exciting planned projects 
and initiatives, the groundwork for  
our organisation’s relaunch was  
well underway.

Then 2020, well, blew up in our faces. COVID-19 quickly began putting our 
members through the wringer, and at the height of the pandemic, some of 
the difficulties we faced seemed insurmountable. But one of the things that 
keeps me passionate about our industry is our collective ability to fight back 
in the toughest of times. 

We have done and continue to do just that. We have shown the Australian 
business community - where the impact of the virus inevitably led to 
widespread scepticism about the worth of advertising - that we are nothing  
if not resilient.

I believe that resilience comes from the fact that at our core is creativity. 
Modern creativity is broad and can be applied to any problem: traditional 
content, brand growth, customer experience, e-commerce and all 
things-technology. Hence we have the ability to look at problems from  
a wide spectrum of perspectives and solve them. That’s how we shine.  
And that brings me back to our relaunch. 

Before anyone had heard of COVID-19, we’d agreed that a key goal of our 
rebrand and refreshed strategy would be to show business the value of 
creativity in the commercial context. Reclaiming the term ‘advertising’ as 
our own has honed our focus on a rejuvenated strategic direction, to position 
advertising as the most valuable professional services industry in Australia. 

How ironic (but perhaps also fortuitous) that COVID-19, for all its negative 
ramifications, actually helped sharpen our focus on our renewed objectives 
and heightened their relevance during a crisis unlike anything we’ve  
ever experienced. 

When we all breathe out as 2020 closes, I’d urge us all to focus on the 
positives emerging from the past year. It’s my firm belief that Advertising 
Council Australia, and our industry as a whole, go into 2021 with huge 
opportunities to become more robust, more determined and, yes, more 
creative. By doing so we will make an important and lasting contribution to 
the rebuilding of the Australian economy. 

NOTE FROM THE CHAIR

Mark Green
Lead, Accenture Interactive ANZ Group 
Chief Executive Officer &  
Co-Founder, The Monkeys
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For much of 2020, it has felt like our 
industry has been on a war-footing. 
Unlike more conventional wars, 
however, none of us had any time  
to prepare or plan for the COVID-19 
conflict. Caught so off-guard like  
the rest of the world, it might have  
been easy for our organisation to  
go into retreat.

But I like to think we are a gutsy and adaptable bunch, and I believe it’s 
testament to our fortitude that instead of throwing up our hands, we were 
determined to go into battle for our members. 

Our immediate response to COVID-19 was to focus heavily on the 
implications of the crisis for our members, and to rapidly boost our 
resources and services wherever possible.

We did this by reinventing or reimagining virtually every activity associated 
with our three pillars: champion creativity; people development; and 
demonstrate value. We also seized on COVID-19 as an opportunity to come 
up with entirely new initiatives which, although borne out of the COVID-19 
crisis, we will likely continue long after the year of the virus has become  
a bad memory. 

Elsewhere in this Member Report, you will read about our reengineered, 
‘COVID-induced’ activities and our many innovations, but I feel it’s worth 
highlighting the extraordinary work that went into the effective delivery of 
our educational courses this year, and the superb production of our awards 
programs in the teeth of so many obstacles. Of course our organisation is 
nothing without our members and it was one of the great rewards of 2020 
that our membership expressed such confidence in us, and, in particular, 
were so engaged and enthusiastic about our single biggest project of the 
year, our rebrand to Advertising Council Australia. 

My thanks go to Mark Green and the ACA Board for their unwavering 
encouragement and support in a year when the words unprecedented and 
challenge became overdone cliches. Thanks also to the ACA executive team 
whose commitment and hard work to make 2020 a resounding success 
against the odds were truly outstanding. 

I’d also like to pay tribute to our Victorian members, who were forced to 
endure more than their fair share of hardship with protracted, severe 
lockdowns but who vigorously punched on regardless. Of course, the 
situation with COVID remains fluid: as this Report goes to production,  
we are seeing worrying developments in Sydney with the re-imposition  
of COVID restrictions. It’s a reminder that whilst we all look forward to a 
much better year in 2021, this crisis is not over and we must all be prepared 
to maintain our battle-readiness.

NOTE FROM THE CEO

Tony Hale 
CEO  
Advertising Council Australia
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OUR MEMBERS

COMMERCIAL PRODUCERS COUNCIL

WORLDWIDE
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OUR BOARD 

Jonathan Isaacs
Chief Financial Officer 
Clemenger Group

Mark Green | Chair
Lead, Accenture Interactive ANZ
Group Chief Executive Officer & 
Co-Founder, The Monkeys

Laura Aldington
Chief Executive Officer 
Host/Havas

Lindsey Evans
Founding Partner &  
Chief Executive Officer 
Special Group

Chris Howatson
Chief Executive Officer
CHE Proximity

Michael Rebelo
Chief Executive Officer ANZ 
Publicis Groupe

Tara Ford
Chief Creative Officer 
DDB Sydney

Lorraine Jokovic
Chief Executive Officer 
LOUD

Jens Monsees
Chief Executive Officer & 
Managing Director
WPP AUNZ

Chris Jeffares
Chief Executive Officer Australia 
Cummins&Partners

Gavin Bain
Managing Partner 
Wunderman Thompson WA

Paul Bradbury
Chief Executive Officer ANZ 
TBWA Group
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTOUR MEMBERS

146 
Member offices

 

5,486 
Professionals employed 

1044 
Enrolments

309 
Foundation Series  
participants

221 
Tutors & Lecturers

190
AWARD School  
graduates

35
Courses

17,471
Hours formal  
Professional development

2020 in numbers
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EVENTS AWARDS

1,824
Registrants

48 
Webinars hosted

284 
Judges

6,293
Webinar registrants

2
Award shows

343
Awards presented

18 
In-person events

1,574
Award entries

19,433
Hours informal  
Professional Development

11
Compliance sessions

320
Participants
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FACEBOOK WORKPLACE  

This is a confidential, members-only 
workplace for our industry leaders  
to collaborate, ask questions,  
share inspiration, and generally  
stay connected.

At a time when members were 
struggling to understand the 
enormous amount of information 
available, we managed to distil 
relevant government advice and 
assistance, provide legal guidance  
on how to manage staff issues,  
and communicate all resources  
and activities.

MEMBER WEBINARS 

Members were naturally worried 
about issues related to working  
from home, so we rapidly organised  
a couple of webinars focussing on 
some of the key challenges.

Sessions included:

Pitch Perfect: Mastering the  
Art of Virtual Persuasion with  
Myles Pollard

Managing Mental Health During 
COVID-19: with Mitch Wallis (in 
conjunction with TBWA Sydney)

“I just wanted to thank  
the Comms Council team  
for organising this event.  
Found the webinar useful  
on how we can support  
one another during these 
times, and the importance  
of mental health!”
303MullenLowe, Perth

FREE PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Members were also concerned that 
many staff were going to suffer from 
lack of Professional Development 
during the lockdown. We set up two 
free members-only series targeting 
both junior and senior employees:

ISODATES: A series of 10 intimate 
conversations with industry leaders 
hosted by Laura Aldington and 
Lindsey Evans.

Foundation Series: A series of talks 
from industry experts on the basics  
of advertising. Targeting anyone with 
less than two years of experience.

“Lindsey Evans and  
Laura Aldington were 
outstanding moderators. 
Their warm, welcoming 
manner and great 
questioning skills created  
a perfect environment for 
relaxed discussion.” 
Anonymous

COVID-19 Activity



WINNING OR LOSING  
IN A RECESSION

Australia has not had a recession 
since 1990. It was no surprise that 
most CMOs have not had any 
first-hand experience of a  
recession, especially one induced  
by a pandemic. 

We commissioned Rob Brittain and 
Peter Field to write a report which 
was launched with an extremely 
popular webinar. We partnered with 
LinkedIn for the first time.

“This was the first  
webinar presentation  
I’ve attended for a long  
time that was actually  
useful and insightful.  
The paper is fantastic  
and I’ll be using it moving 
forward - very keen to  
attend more sessions with 
high quality presenters  
like Peter and Rob.”
Anonymous

AWARD SCHOOL AND 
ADSCHOOL TRANSFORMATION

How do you conduct face-to-face 
education around the country with 
some of our most popular brands 
when everyone is stuck at home  
and gatherings are banned?

Well, it requires a complex range  
of pre-recorded lectures, virtual  
tutor rooms, drop-in speakers from 
around the globe, a new portfolio 
judging platform and virtual 
graduation. And that’s just some of 
the innovations in an extremely 
successful digital transformation.

“TCC has undergone one  
of the most impressive 
digital transformations 
seen. It is a terrific case 
history that needs to be 
written up.”
Facebook

AWARD AWARDS AND  
EFFIES VIRTUAL SHOWS

The same goes for our popular  
award shows. A swift adaptation to 
online judging, virtual award shows, 
member live-stream parties, live 
social feeding of the winners and 
even a few surprise visits with the 
actual awards.

“Our judging went so  
well and effortlessly” 
Jonathan Kneebone,  
The Glue Society

“Thank you for such an 
incredible job organising 
and moderating all the 
remote judging and  
putting on a remote show!”
Kim Pick, VMLY&R NZ

We were all thrown a curveball when 
COVID-19 first became apparent in  
March and sent our plans into disarray.  
In response, we overhauled our key activities 
and developed a range of new initiatives 
to meet our members’ needs and keep  
the advertising community connected.
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On 18 August 2020, The Communications Council officially relaunched 
as Advertising Council Australia. This momentous development for our 
organisation followed months of planning that included the creation 
of a completely new corporate brand identity by design consultancy 
MAUD, a new website, a multitude of new creative assets and, most 
significantly, extensive consultation with our membership. 

During October and November 2019, a series of meetings were held around 
the country to hear member feedback on the future direction and strategy  
of The Communications Council.

At the November 26 Board Meeting it was decided to put a name change to  
a General Meeting. At this meeting on March 5, 2020 the following resolution 
was put to the meeting and passed unanimously:

‘To change the name of The 
Communications Council Ltd. to 
Advertising Council Australia Ltd.’

At the heart of the relaunch lies an 
overhauled strategic direction that 
will see a number of key initiatives 
and programs - detailed elsewhere  
in this Member Report - rolled out 
over coming months, aimed at 
adding immense value for our 
members and the advertising 
industry as a whole.

A new manifesto was also  
developed as part of the project

The relaunch on 18 August was 
announced via a special webinar  
for members hosted by Chair  
Mark Green and members of  
the Board, as well as an online  
media conference to reveal our  
name change to the wider  
business community.

The wholehearted support and enthusiastic response to this major milestone 
in our history among our members was mirrored by commentary in the trade 
media, which was overwhelmingly positive.

Advertising Council 
Australia Relaunch

OUR RELAUNCH

Media from the launch.
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Any answer to the question ‘what is advertising?’ is doomed to be shown 
inadequate before the ink dries. Constant change makes a definitive answer 
hazardous, and any industry built on creativity will naturally resist, or should 
resist, accepting boundaries.

We could say that advertising is ‘a channel agnostic activity taking place  
at the intersection of art and commerce, with the goal of exerting effective 
influence on audience and participant thinking or behaviour’ but where’s  
the fun in that?

Maybe the phrase ‘what is advertising?’ isn’t a question, but an open 
invitation to all disciplines, channels and specialities to throw their best 
definition into the ring.

Advertising then, is what works.

WHAT IS ADVERTISING 
TODAY?

Purpose: To foster the long-term prosperity of the advertising industry

Vision: To make advertising the most valued professional services industry in Australia

Brand Positioning: To advance the practice, reputation and influence of the advertising industry

People Development 
Build professional talent 
through accreditation  
and diversity. 
 

Champion Creativity 
Champion creativity as a 
force to progress commerce, 
culture and society. 
 

Demonstrate Value 
Prove that advertising delivers 
significant value to brands, 
and ensure our members 
get paid appropriately for 
delivering that value.

Accreditation

OUR VISION AND PILLARS

THANK YOU

Advertising Council Australia would like to thank the team at MAUD for the 
brand strategy and design, and Jamie Harvey from Language Design for his 
assistance in developing our manifesto, and contemporary articulation of 
what it means to advertise today. 



A rebrand, a global pandemic, and a 
year like no other has set the scene for 
an innovative, focussed and agile 2021. 
The following six initiatives will be 
priority projects for ACA over the  
next 12 months. 

Major initatives for  

2021
2020 MEMBER REPORT 14ACA
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Reconciliation  
Action Plan

In July we received conditional 
approval from Reconciliation 
Australia for our Reconciliation 
Action Plan (RAP). We are  
currently awaiting final approval  
from Reconciliation Australia. 

This will signal an important 
milestone for the industry as we  
move to implement the commitments 
we have made after spending the  
last few years developing meaningful 
relationships with the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander community. 

Our core commitments include:

• Educating our membership  
base about reconciliation and  
why it is import to develop their 
own relationships.

• Helping to develop pathways  
to enable Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islanders to gain 
employment and build careers  
on equal terms.

• We are planning to launch our 
RAP with an industry webinar  
and a series of activities in the  
first quarter of 2021. 

It is worth noting that we already 
have a number of members in  
various stages of developing or 
submitting their own RAPs.

Value-Based Pricing

Following a series of in-person 
workshops and webinars over  
the last couple of years, 2021 will  
see the launch of the Progressive  
Pricing Strategies Playbook, 
developed in partnership with 
international value-based pricing 
expert, Tim Williams.

Having seen the concepts around 
value-based pricing gain significant 
traction amongst our membership 
base over the last couple of years, 
we’re also looking at how we can 
continue to promote this concept 
more broadly to the business 
community. A number of options  
are being scoped in this area.

Accreditation

In 2021, we’ll continue our three  
year ACA Accreditation Program 
rollout. Developed in partnership 
with our members, the ACA 
Accreditation Program is built  
around three key pillars - Compliance, 
Standards, and Continuous 
Professional Development. 

The initial Accreditation survey  
has been distrubuted collecting  
data around topics such as financial 
reporting, diversity and inclusion 
policies, mental health awareness, 
and commitments to formal 
professional development.

We’ll be establishing an  
Accreditation Steering Committee  
in 2021 consisting of members  
from Finance and HR divisions, 
setting the standards for the 
program, and investing in systems  
to support a full roll-out in 2022. 

Diversity and Inclusion 
Survey

In 2021, we’re putting D&I back  
on the map by launching the ACA 
Industry Diversity Survey. 

Designed to capture the true state  
of diversity in our industry, our  
intent is to develop a number of 
initiatives off the back of its findings.

AWARD Creative Festival

Always on our mission to champion 
the tangible value of creativity in 
progressing commerce, culture and 
trade, the timing feels right to 
consolidate AWARD activity into  
a Creative Festival.

To be held in Sydney, the AWARD 
Creative Festival will bring together 
the AWARD Award 40th/Hall of 
Fame celebrations with the AWARD 
School graduation, and a number  
of other events in planning for the 
three day period

Refreshed Professional 
Development Program

After successfully transferring  
the entire PD offering online in  
2020, in 2021 we look forward to 
carrying forward the best of what  
we learnt during our inadvertent 
digital transformation, along with  
a return to the in-person learning  
experience where practical.

Our entire core AdSchool format  
has been overhauled, with the 
program to follow a more AWARD 
School type-style in 2021. It will 
consist of pre-recorded lectures 
delivered by leaders in the industry, 
with in-person tutorials held in 
agencies and facilitated by industry 
leaders working in those disciplines.

Our RAP artwork is designed by Alysha 
Menzel, a Torres Strait Islander woman 
and the 2019 South Australian AWARD 
School winner.
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As the year progressed and the states found themselves in varying degrees of lockdown, we continued to push forward 
with a range of events, learning opportunities, and celebrations.



MEMBER REPORT

While a year unlike any other, the 
overall strategic vision of Advertising 
Council Australia remains unchanged: 
to make advertising the most valued  
professional services industry in 
Australia. To this end, our program of 
events and initiatives throughout 2020 
continued to drive forward the three 
strategic pillars central to supporting 
the long-term prosperity of the industry: 
Champion Creativity, Demonstrate 
Value, and People Development.

2020 in 
review
2020 MEMBER REPORT 17ACA
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AWARD Awards

The AWARD Awards judging due  
to COVID-19 was all moved to  
Zoom sessions with twelve juries  
of eight jurors from across Australia, 
New Zealand, Asia and  the USA 
deliberating virtually over a two  
week period to allocate metal.

The winners of the 41st annual 
AWARD Awards were then 
announced via a live-streamed 
virtual show that celebrated the  
most outstanding creative 
communications work in the Asia 
Pacific region.

Due to COVID-19, this was the first 
time in AWARD Awards’ history  
that a virtual ceremony replaced  
the traditional awards show. 

The live broadcast was viewed by 
950 users which does not include  
the number of agency groups who 
gathered to watch the show.

DDB Group New Zealand named 
Agency of the Year

Revolver/Will O’Rourke named 
Production Company of the Year

Special Group Australia took out  
The Grand Award for Australian  
Open Ambush

BMF took out The APG Grand  
Award for Come Down For Air

ALDI Australia named Marketing 
Team of the Year

The virtual ceremony delivered  
41 Gold pencils across 23 different 
campaigns and awarded a further 
100 Silvers and 164 Bronze awards.

Total entries:   1,413 
Total judges:   101  
Total awards:  305 

AWARD Work Behind  
The Work 

Presented as a series of four live 
webinars in which some of the best  
in our business shared their wisdom. 
We learnt about their process, 
inspiration and the all-important 
client relationships.

Campaigns presented:

Special Group Australia 
Australian Open Ambush 
Uber Eats

BMF & Finch 
Come Down For Air 
Tourism Tasmania

DDB Group New Zealand 
LO5T 
Lotto New Zealand

Revolver/Will O’Rourke & DDB 
Grave of Thrones  
Foxtel

Total audience:  480  
+ ongoing YouTube views

Thank You
ACA would like to thank Jamie 
Mitchell from M35 for his brand 
identity and development for 
AWARD, AWARD Awards and 
AWARD School.

AWARD Awards Craft In Motion Jury BMF & Finch presented the Tourism 
Tasmania Campaign, Come Down For Air

We posted 113 Gold/Silver winners 
templates on social media as well as  
34 prerecorded judges videos explaining 
what campaigns they loved.
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Effies Show

Twelve years on, the Effies remains 
one of the most important dates in 
our industry’s calendar, with finalists 
undergoing one of the most rigorous 
judging processes. 

The 12th annual Effies was held on 
Friday afternoon, 30 October, 
broadcast live and hosted by Vince 
Sorrenti with 279 unique viewers  
with agency groups gathering at 
cinemas, hotels and agencies to 
watch and celebrate.

The Awards delivered five gold,  
a further eight Silver and 22  
Bronze awards.

BMF was awarded the Grand  
Effie for “ALDI Good Different”  
for ALDI Australia

The Monkeys was named The 
Effective Agency of the Year

ALDI Australia was awarded  
The Effective Advertiser Award  
for the third consecutive year.

Awards presented 38 
Judges  183 
Finalists    88 
Unique Viewers 279 

Australian Effie  
Awards Judging

Round Two Effie judging due to 
COVID-19 was moved to Zoom 
sessions with 8 panels of 6 or 7 
judges with a team leader leading 
discussion then nominating   
what level the entries should  
be awarded. 

The results were then reviewed  
at the Executive Review meeting  
with all Team Leaders and Chair  
of Judges Colin Wilson-Brown. 

Effies presents The Work 
Behind The Work

Effies 2020 The Work Behind  
The Work: a look under the bonnet 
 of Australia’s most effective ad 
campaigns and insights from the 
Australian Effie Database. Two  
virtual session were held with  
the following campaigns:

Session One 
BMF/ALDI Australia  
“Good Different”

Session Two 
The Monkeys/NRMA  
“Every Home is Worth Protecting”

Sessions  2 
Attendees  363

Value-Based Pricing  
Webinar Series

Continuing our push to change  
the conversation around the value  
of creativity, in 2020 we followed  
on from the full-day workshops in 
2019 with a series of three webinars, 
hosted by Tim Williams from  
Ignition Consulting Group. 

Topics covered included:  
‘Why and How to Offer Options:  
A Powerful Short-Cut to Pricing 
Success’, ‘Seven Ways Agencies  
Can Diversify Their Revenue  
Streams Starting Tomorrow’ and 
‘Bringing Pricing Transformation  
to Life: The Value Council’. 

The response to this initiative 
amongst our members continues  
to drive further focus in this area.

Sessions  3 
Registrations  190 
Attendees  160

AU/NZ Advertising 
Effectiveness Rules:  
Winning or Losing in  
a Recession

On 18 June, a global audience of 
advertisers and media joined a 
webinar to launch ‘Australian/New 
Zealand Advertising Effectiveness 
Rules: Winning or Losing in a 
Recession’, a major report developed 
by effectiveness luminaries Robert 
Brittain and Peter Field. 

The report, published in collaboration 
with the Commercial Communications 
Council NZ and supporting partner 
LinkedIn Marketing Solutions, was 
the first to look at the impact of 
COVID-19 and the impending 
recession on brands and marketers 
on both sides of the Tasman, and  
to provide recommendations on how 
they should make the most of the 
economic downturn. 

The webinar and report received 
extensive media coverage both  
in Australia and internationally. 

Registrations  1433 
Attendees    651 
Reports downloaded   591 
YouTube views    677

Vince Sorrenti hosts the Virtual Effies Show
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Prior to COVID-19, 90% of our education and 
training programme was conducted in-person.  
This delivery, coupled with industry leaders as 
educators, was a key point of difference and carried 
great value. The prospect of running courses 100% 
online, with no established delivery mechanism, was 
very daunting. With that said, within weeks the 
team had developed a plan to transform as many 
programmes as possible online, working closely 
with our AWARD School partner (Facebook) and 
our incredible team of lecturers, tutors and course 
participants to deliver a year of professional 
development like no other.

AdSchool

For over 26 years AdSchool has 
been delivered from an agency, 
in-person. COVID-19 changed this, 
and in 2020 AdSchool was forced  
to deliver courses online via Zoom. 
Around one course per month was 
delivered with positive results and 
gamechanger learnings.

This new online model brought  
to light the possible benefits of 
delivering combined courses,  
for example, online and offline 
sessions. 2020 participant  
feedback also supported the  
desire for combined learning. 

In 2020 the Professional 
Development Team worked with 
steering committees to rewrite  
all the core AdSchool outlines and 
have engaged lecturers to produce 
pre-recorded content for 2021.

As such, we plan to implement  
a new AdSchool model entailing  
a weekly pre-recorded lecture  
from industry leaders (1 hour)  
and a weekly “live” mentor  
session (1.5 hours) delivered by  
a course facilitator. 

This update builds on AdSchool’s 
profile of “learning from leaders” 
while building a library of AdSchool 
content (available to be viewed at 
the participant’s convenience). 

The in-person component of the 
course remains valuable due to  
the focus on discussions, debates, 
activities and assessments.

We asked 2020 participants:  
In your opinion, what benefits  
has the online format brought  
to the course?

“Allowed flexibility,  
didn’t have to travel 
to attend. Making it a 
less time-consuming 
commitment.”

“More enjoyable from  
the comfort of your  
own home.”

“Doesn’t clash with  
work as much.”

“I enjoyed meeting  
people from outside  
the state borders!”

Codes & Compliance 
Workshops

Our complimentary members-only 
Codes & Compliance workshops 
continued to be delivered 
throughout 2020, always  
generating much discussion  
and debate amongst attendees.

With upcoming changes to the 
AANA Code of Ethics due to be 
introduced in February 2021, along 
with a range of recent case studies 
demonstrating how the regulatory 
landscape is changing, we 
encourage all members to take 
advantage of this members-only 
exclusive and book a Codes 
workshop with the ACA today.

Other Education & Training

Unfortunately the IPA Residentials, 
AWARD Craft and Jump Start 
programmes were postponed until 
2021 due to the essential benefits  
of in-person delivery.

In 2021 we will discontinue the 
Graduate Program and introduce  
the ACA Foundation Certificate, a 
members-only benefit dovetailing 
into accreditation while providing 
critical support to entry-level staff.
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AWARD School 

The 2020 AWARD School campaign 
targeted diversity and accessibility. 
The key initiatives to support the 
campaign included opening up the 
Regional Program nationally and  
the continuation of the Indigenous 
Scholarship Program.

Due to COVID-19 the 2020 intake 
reduced by 10%, compared to 2019, 
to 192 students. Considering the 
uncertainty, it was a great result. 

For the second year the Regional  
and Indigenous Scholarship 
programs ran with seven regional 
students accepted and six 
Indigenous Scholarships awarded  
(of which four scholars graduated).

For 37 years AWARD School has 
been delivered in-person via  
lectures and tutorials. 

In 2020 AWARD School underwent  
a remarkable digital transformation 
with future-proofing results. 

New initiatives were added to the 
2020 schedule which built stronger 
connections between school heads, 
tutors and students as well as 
eliminating a disconnect between 
CCO’s and creatives trying to break 
into the industry.

The 2020 program featured:

• A combination of pre-recorded 
and Workplace Live lectures

• Virtual tutorials via Google 
Hangouts/Google Slides

• New initiatives such as  
Legendary Lessons, Ask Us 
Anything, Soundbites via 
Workplace Live/Zoom

• Online engaged communities  
via Workplace

• Online submission, judging, 
virtual wall/folio gallery via  
Award Force

• Virtual national graduation  
nights via Facebook Live

• Virtual national announcement  
via Facebook Live

“We had a great tute,  
thanks for organising 
the legendary lesson, our 
students really benefited 
(and so did we :)” 
2020 Tutor

“I think the way  
AWARD School adapted  
to the current situation  
was really seamless -  
I was impressed with  
the various platforms 
integrated in such a short 
time to allow us to have  
he experience that we  
did as students.” 
2020 Sydney Student

AWARD School kicked off with in-person 
Information Nights across the country.

By the end of the course, we were mostly interracting online. For National Winner Oli 
Nicholson from WA (pictured with state AWARD School Head, Rikki Burns) the eased 
restrictions allowed for an in-person graduation night.

Part of the regional campaign for 2020 
AWARD School.
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A series of moments from AWARD School 2020. Not even a global pandemic could dim the spirits of our exceptional creative community.



February
AWARD School Info Night 
National, 5 February 
 

March
Youngbloods NSW presents  
Bowls Club 
Sydney, 6 March 

WA Member Meeting 
Perth, 9 March 

Advertising Industry and Agency  
Roles Overview Workshop 
Perth, 10 March 

AWARD School Tutor  
Briefing Night 
National, 19 March 

AWARD School Commences 
Melbourne / Sydney, 23 March 
Brisbane / Adelaide / Regional /  
Perth / Online, 30 March 

AdSchool Advanced Account 
Management 
Online, 31 March 
 

April
Youngbloods presents April’s  
Asking for a Friend 
Online, 2 April 

Managing Mental Health During 
COVID-19 Webinar 
Online, 21 April 

AdSchool Core Strategic Planning 
Online, 28 April

May
Pitch Perfect: Mastering the Art  
of Virtual Persuasion 
Online, 5 May 

Youngbloods presents May’s  
Asking for a Friend 
Online, 7 May 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Chris Howatson, Transforming  
an agency for the future 
Online, 7 May 

WA Member Meeting Value Based 
Pricing Update 
Online, 12 May 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Laura Aldington, Creating a culture 
where people can thrive 
Online, 14 May 

AWARD School Ask Us Anything 
Online, 18 May 

AdSchool Advanced Strategic 
Planning 
Online, 20 May 

WA Member Meeting 
Online, 21 May 

Isodates Leadership Series: Mike 
Rebelo, Sound Bites on Leadership 
Online, 21 May 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Rose Herceg, A new nation after 
COVID-19. The things we’ll keep.  
The things we’ll ditch. Forever 
Online, 28 May 

The Foundation Series Launches  
Online, 28 May

June
AdSchool Advanced Account 
Management 
Perth, 2 June 

Youngbloods presents June’s  
Asking for a Friend 
Online, 4 June 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Adrian Paul, Charging for value 
instead of time 
Online, 4 June 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Tara Ford, Rising Star to Raising Stars 
Online, 11 June 

AWARD School Legendary Lesson  
Online, 11 June 

2020 AWARD Awards Virtual Show 
Online, 12 June 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Lea Walker, Love your Work 
Online, 18 June 

Winning or Losing in a Recession 
Online, 18 June 

AdSchool Core Strategic Planning 
Online, 23 June 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Brent Smart, Everything you were 
afraid to ask a CMO 
Online, 25 June 
 

July
Youngbloods presents July’s  
Asking for a Friend 
Online, 2 July 

2020 Calendar 
Highlights
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Isodates Leadership Series:  
Tom Martin & Julian Schreiber, 
Making the Unmakeable 
Online, 2 July 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Fabio Buresti, Why its time to get 
brand strategy back on track 
Online, 9 July 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Neil Shoebridge, Managing the media 
Online, 16 July 

AdSchool Experience Strategy  
& Design 
Online, 22 July 

Isodates Leadership Series:  
Michael Ritchie, Producing  
the impossible 
Online, 23 July 

AWARD School Virtual 
Graduation Night 
Online / Perth, 29 July 

AWARD presents The Work  
Behind The Work - Australian Open 
Ambush, Uber Eats 
Online, 31 July 
 

August
Youngbloods presents  August’s 
Asking for a Friend 
Online, 6 August 

AWARD presents The Work  
Behind The Work - Come Down  
for Air, Tourism Tasmania 
Online, 7 August 

AWARD School National 
Announcement 
Online, 12 August 

AWARD School IRL Celebration 
Drinks 
Brisbane, 13 August 

AWARD presents The Work Behind 
The Work - LO5T, Lotto New Zealand 
Online, 14 August 

Youngbloods WA presents  
Hard Borders, Hard Beats. 
Perth, 14 August 

The Communications Council 
relaunches as Advertising Council 
Australia - Future Direction Webinar 
Online, 18 August 

AdSchool Experience Strategy  
& Design 
Online, 18 August

AdSchool Copywriting 
Online, 18 August 

AWARD School IRL  
Celebration Drinks 
Adelaide 20 August 

AWARD presents The Work  
Behind The Work - Grave of  
Thrones, Foxtel 
Online, 21 August 

AdSchool Advanced Account 
Management 
Online, 27 August 

 

September
Youngbloods presents  
September’s Asking for a Friend 
Online, 3 September 

AWARD School Mentor Program 
Melbourne / Sydney / Perth / 
Adelaide / Brisbane, 3 September 

AWARD School Folio Night 
Online, 23 September 

Youngbloods WA Presents  
Quiz Night 
Perth, 30 September 
 

October
Youngbloods presents  
October’s Asking for a Friend 
Online, 1 October 

AdSchool Advanced Strategic 
Planning 
Online, 13 October 

AWARD School Application 
Workshop 
Sydney / Perth, 17 October 

Value Based Pricing Online  
Workshop Series - Why and  
How to Offer Options: A Powerful 
Short-Cut to Pricing Success 
Online, 28 October 

AWARD School Virtual  
Application Workshop 
Online, 28 October 

AdSchool Copywriting 
Perth, 28 October 

Codes & Compliance Workshop WA 
Online, 29 October 

Virtual Effie Awards 
Online, 30 October

November
Youngbloods presents  
November’s Asking for a Friend 
Online, 5 November 

Value Based Pricing Online  
Workshop Series - Seven Ways 
Agencies Can Diversify Their 
Revenue Streams Starting Tomorrow 
Online, 11 November 

Codes & Compliance Workshop VIC 
Online, 12 November 

ACA & APG present Fire! Ready!  
Aim! Whatever happened to strategy? 
Perth, 17 November 

Youngbloods WA presents  
The Great Debate @ State of Social 
Perth, 24 November 

Value Based Pricing Online  
Workshop Series - Bringing  
Pricing Transformation to Life:  
The Value Council 
Online, 25 November 
 

December
Effie’s presents The Work  
Behind The Work 
Online, 3 December 

WA Member Meeting 
Online, 3 December 

Youngbloods presents  
December’s Asking for a Friend 
Online, 3 December 

Get A Taste of Advertising -  
presented by ACA, Youngbloods  
and Student Edge 
Perth, 3 December 

Effie’s presents The Work  
Behind The Work 
Online, 4 December 

Youngbloods ‘The Pitch’  
on Gruen Transfer 
9 December  

VIC Members Meeting 
Online, 9 December 

Youngbloods QLD presents  
Bye, 2020 
Brisbane, 10 December 

Youngbloods WA presents  
PADC After Party 
Perth, 11 December 2020



THE YEAR OF 1,000 ZOOMS
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AWARD

There’s nothing like throwing  
a challenge to the best creative 
minds in Australia and this  
certainly proved to be the case  
for our AWARD Committee. 

In a year we had completely 
overhauled the AWARD Awards  
and planned to celebrate our 40th 
Anniversary, our ambitious plans 
were thrown into disarray. Not to  
be daunted, the committee  
buckled down, found solutions,  
and delivered what is arguably  
the most successful AWARD  
year on record. 

Well done team. You guys rock. 

Chair 

Cam Blackley 
Chief Creative Officer at M&C Saatchi 

AWARD School National Heads

Mandie van der Merwe 
ECD at M&C Saatchi Australia

Jack Nunn 
Creative Director at Special Group

APG

2020 has been a huge year for  
the planning community, with 
marketers around the country 
leaning heavily on the expertise  
of strategic minds as they  
navigated the COVID-19 world.

While the last 12 months has seen  
a downturn in events hosted by  
the APG, a series of articles 
co-ordinated by the Committee 
provided thought-leadership 
throughout the community,  
members of the APG have worked 
closely with the ACA in reshaping  
the AdSchool strategic planning 
courses, and the WA community 
managed a major coup hosting an 
in-person event with legendary 
planner, Jon Steel. 

A highlight of the APG calendar  
was once again seeing the return  
of the APG Awards as part of the 
2020 AWARD Awards. 

Co-Chairs 

Kate Smither 
The Tall Planner

Ben Hourahine 
Strategy Partner at AnalogFolk

Youngbloods
The Youngbloods have gone from 
strength-to-strength in 2020, led  
by an impressive group of future 
leaders in the Australian  
advertising industry. 

Always committed to supporting 
young people in advertising, the 
Youngbloods have made mental 
health their priority for 2020, 
partnering with Never Not Creative, 
Mentally Healthy, and a series of 
industry and mental-health experts 
in delivering the much appreciated 
‘Asking for a Friend’ - an initiative  
to help people in the creative,  
media and marketing industry  
ask the unaskable questions. 

With a strong strategic vision and  
a team of smart and passionate 
individuals, we look forward to 
working closely again with the 
Youngbloods in 2021. 

National Chairs 

Linh Diep 
Account Director at Khemistry

Matt Bladin 
Art Director at CHE Proximity

Industry Committees



If anything positive has come from what’s otherwise been a brutal  
year, it’s that the pandemic has galvanised our sector and 
consequently the CPC’s role has never been more important. 

On 5 March the CPC announced Pip Smart, Executive Producer at Revolver, 
as new Co-Chair replacing Karen Bryson to work alongside Lucas Jenner.

Just one week later, the pandemic upended the industry and for the first  
time in our 10-year history, an extraordinary committee meeting was held  
to tackle COVID head on.

First to market with COVID  
WHS guidelines
On 23 March, the CPC released its 
WHS guidelines to 180 ad agency 
contacts, State and Federal 
government agencies, industry 
bodies, crew agents and non-
members alike in the interests  
of industry-wide COVIDSafe 
compliance, well in advance of  
other bodies.

Successful lobbying of  
Victorian Government
The CPC lobbied two ministers,  
the DHHS and Film Victoria for  
the reinstatement of commercial 
production in its definition of  
screen production, which was 
inexplicably withdrawn in  
August’s Stage 4 restrictions.  
Our sector was reinstated eight 
weeks later.

350+ productions  
delivered safely
During COVID, our members 
executed 350+ productions without  
a single case of transmission.  
4,000+ cast, crew, agencies and 
clients attended, without incidents.

Increased consultation  
with and support of industry 
partners
We’ve forged closer working 
relationships with Screen  
Australia, Screen NSW, Film  
Victoria, Casting Guild Australia  
and the MEAA. Requests for  
support from advertising agencies, 
affiliates and non-members also 
increased four-fold this year.

More than 100% increase  
in members
We’ve welcomed ARC Edit, 
Brightworks, Clockwork Films, 
Division, Eight, Filmgraphics,  
Friske, FutureDeluxe, Happy,  
Raven Collective, Sedona and 
Spinnaker Films as members  
this year.

Perhaps more than any other  
year, the CPC sincerely thanks  
its long-standing members for  
their continued support, warmly  
welcomes its new members  
and acknowledges Digby Law’s 
Stephen Digby for his significant 
contribution and tireless support.

Commercial 
Producers Council

Chairs

Pip Smart 
EP at Revolver

Lucas Jenner 
Partner /EP at Rabbit 
Content

INDUSTRY COMMITTEES
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Industry Submissions

Advertising Industry  
Labour Agreement (AILA)

When international borders closed 
and lockdowns were announced,  
we knew this would be a quieter  
than anticipated year for the AILA. 
Nonetheless, we issued Letters of 
Endorsement to five members who 
are keen to start benefitting from  
the agreement.

Once international borders re open, 
possibly in the second half of 2021, 
we expect further members to seek  
a labour agreement to cover key  
skills shortages that can’t be filled  
in Australia.

Parliamentary Joint 
Committee on Law 
Enforcement

In September, ACA in collaboration 
with Kate Smither (The Tall Planner) 
made a submission to the 
Parliamentary Joint Committee  
on Law Enforcement regarding the 
inquiry into public communications 
campaigns targeting drug and 
substance abuse. 

The submission covered topics such 
as the evolution of shock advertising, 
the strength of PSAs and their role, 
and measuring the effectiveness of 
behaviour change campaigns. 

In response, the ACA were asked  
to appear before the Committee,  
and we look forward to providing 
continued guidance as the  
inquiry continues.

AANA Code of  
Ethics Review

In October 2019, ACA made a 
submission to the AANA regarding 
the Code of Ethics review. Seeking 
community feedback on matters 
such as harmful gender stereotypes, 
attitudes towards violence, language, 
and the portrayal of sexualised 
imagery, the ACA submission  
sought to reinforce the importance  
of the Code representing an 
overarching set of principles rather 
than specific executional direction. 

Throughout 2020, we’ve worked  
with the AANA in getting across  
the updated Code which has now 
been released and becomes  
effective 1 February 2021.

Therapeutic Goods 
Administration (TGA)

In March, we submitted to the TGA 
on the subject of the newly drafted 
social media guidelines for the 
advertising of therapeutic goods. 
While noting the importance and 
timeliness of these guidelines, we 
also recommended they be  
expanded to more broadly apply  
to all digital advertising, while at  
the same time be simplified for  
the sake of accessibility. 

ACA also participated in two code 
review working sessions in July  
and August, and will continue to 
monitor ongoing changes in this 
complex field. 

AANA Food & Beverage  
Code Review

In July 2020, ACA made a 
submission to the AANA regarding  
a series of recent changes to the  
F&B Code, including most 
significantly the addition of the 
Australian Food and Grocery 
Council’s initiatives which now  
apply to all advertisers. 

Our recommendation was that  
the inclusion of these initiatives 
(including a requirement for all  
food and beverage advertising  
to children to explicitly “promote 
physical activity”) were overly 
stringent and creatively limiting.

All submissions are currently  
under review and we appreciate  
the opportunity to work with the 
AANA throughout this process.



Industry Partners

ThinkTV has been our major supporting partner for the Effie program for  
the past four years. We are greatly appreciative of a wonderful partnership 
that has enabled ACA to build an Effie database and publish Australian 
Advertising Effectiveness Rules with Rob Brittain and Peter Field. 

Unfortunately, we couldn’t proceed with the gala dinner this year but 
ThinkTV were fully involved in the livestreamed event and even surprised  
a celebration by turning up with the actual Effie trophies. 

ThinkTV also co-chaired the Effie Work Behind The Work series this year  
via webinar.

Facebook were the marquee supporting partner for AWARD School for the 
third year. This year’s school was thrown into complete disarray by COVID-19 
but with the terrific guidance and support of Facebook, we were able to 
completely digitally transform an entirely face-to-face delivery to virtual. 

This was arguably the biggest challenge we had in 2020 but we learnt so 
much together, the 2021 program will involve a new hybrid model. 

Facebook have confirmed they are once again up for the challenge as we 
have now set a high bar to hurdle.

Google are new to our stable of partners and have taken an important role  
in celebrating creativity through an AWARD Awards sponsorship. 

Unfortunalety we were unable to enjoy the presentation evening but the 
live-streamed show was enjoyed so much by our creative community that  
we plan to reproduce the format in 2021. 

Google also co-chaired the AWARD Work Behind The Work webinar series 
with expert moderation from Matty Burton and Dave Bowman.
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ADVERTISING COUNCIL AUSTRALIA TEAM

WITH THANKS TO

Tony Hale
Chief Executive Officer

Prue Tehan
General Manager

Wayne McPhee
Company Secretary 

Jo Libline
Events & Sponsorship 
Director

Simone Goldstein
Professional 
Development Manager

Sara Lisboa
Membership & Systems 
Manager

Jean Probert
Events Manager

Melissa Vella
State Manager (WA)

Amy Lee
State Manager (VIC)

Rebecca White
Media & Content 
Manager

Sally McCormack
Education & Member
Services Coordinator 
(VIC)

Simon Lloyd
Media & Content 
Manager

Anna Crisp
Designer

Lucia Elliott
Consultant

Peter Kirk
Indigenous Consultant

Sinclair Hill
Membership & Events 
Executive

Sharee Edwards 
State Manager (VIC)

Hanns Bergs
State Manager (QLD)

Micky Grant
State Manager (SA)
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Courses Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

AdSchool

ACA Foundation Certificate 8 modules

Core Strategic Planning 8 wks

Advanced Strategic Planning 8 wks

Advanced Account Management  8 wks

Experience Strategy & Design  6 wks

IPA Resdential

Business & Agency Leadership (Mel) 3 Days

Strategic Planning (Syd) 3 Days

IPA Online

Foundation Certificate 30 hrs Exam Exam Exam

Digital Performance Certificate 10 hrs Exam Exam Exam Exam

Effectiveness Essentials Certificate 10 hrs Exam

Commercial Certificate 10 hrs Exam

Advanced Certificate in Effectiveness 35 hrs Exam Exam Exam Exam

Advanced Certificate in Communications 
Planning

45 hrs

AWARD

AWARD School 12 wks

AWARD Craft (Syd) ½ Day

AWARD Creative Leadership (Syd) 3 Days

AWARDS & EVENTS

AWARD Awards

AWARD Creative Festival

AWARD The Work Behind the Work

Effie Awards

Effies Work Behind the Work 

 
*AdSchool In-house/Bespoke Training available at anytime. Contact us to discuss bespoke courses. Courses and timings may vary by state. 
For more information on schedules and to book visit advertisingcouncil.org.au

2021 National 
Planning Calendar



Sydney Office
Level 2 
137 Pyrmont Street 
Pyrmont NSW 2009

Melbourne Office
Level 9 
650 Chapel Street 
South Yarra VIC 3141

hello@adcouncil.org.au

Perth Office
Level 1 
140 Hay Street 
Subiaco WA 6008

CONTACT


